THE WHOLE TRUTH FROM AN INDEPENDENT PERSPECTIVE from National Organization Responding Against HUJE that seek to harm the Green Space Industry (NORAHG)
The Ontario ban has also been well-received by lawn care businesses. The firm Environmental Factor — which makes a non-toxic corn-gluten-based weed inhibitor — had a 400 per cent increase in sales and manufacturing in the ban’s first six months. Product demand was so great the company had to move to larger premises. Other Ontario firms said they viewed the new legislation as an opportunity for business growth and new hiring. Organic lawn care, which includes hand-weeding, is more labour-intensive. And business expansion also occurred when pesticides were banned by municipalities. For example, in the five years following passage of a pesticide by-law in Halifax, the number of landscaping and lawn care businesses in that city grew by 53 per cent, according to Statistics Canada. The number of companies in the sector also grew in Toronto following enactment of a pesticide by-law in the Ontario capital.

LUNATIC–RANT from Gideon Forman, who LIES and LIES and LIES and LIES.

One of the GREATEST LUNATIC–PROHIBITION–TERRORISTS with NO recognized expertise, training or background in matters concerning pest control products or the Green Space Industry.

Forman is an Enviro–Lunatic–Leader who has CONSPIRED to IMPOSE the PROHIBITION of the use of pest control products in the Urban Landscape.

The CARNAGE caused by Forman and his organizations has led to DESTROYED ECONOMIES, LOST JOBS AND HARDSHIP FOR PEOPLE, and WEAKENED COMMUNITIES.

His MERCILESS–TERRORIST–ACTIVITIES have EXTENSIVELY DAMAGED the Professional Lawn Care Industry.

Forman has operated as Activist, Fund–Raizer, Leader, and Spokesman for the following TAX–EXEMPT ENVIRONMENTAL–TERRORIST–ORGANIZATIONS that CONSPIRED to PROHIBIT pest control products —

- Canadian Association of Physicians for the Environment (CAPE)
- Toronto Environmental Alliance (TEA)

CAPE merely represents less than 4 per cent of all doctors in Canada, and the VAST MAJORITY of its members are NOT EVEN PHYSICIANS.
The Truth from an Independent Perspective

LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION
Has INFLECTED HORRENDOUS CARNAGE
in Many Jurisdictions Across Canada

LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION has led to LOSS OF REVENUES, BUSINESS FAILURES, BANKRUPTCY, and UNEMPLOYMENT

Because of PROHIBITION in Halifax,
CUSTOMERS DISINTEGRATED BY OVER 50 PER CENT

As a sad consequence of PROHIBITION in Quebec,
OVER 60 PER CENT OF THE PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE INDUSTRY WAS ANNIHILATED

Because of PROHIBITION in Ontario,
the Professional Lawn Care Industry LOST OVER 500,000,000 DOLLARS, with UP TO 12,500 UNEMPLOYED

Because of PROHIBITION in Ontario, ONE–COMPANY–PER–WEEK DISAPPEARED INTO TOTAL OBLIVION
Canada's Pesticide-Free FAILURE and Prohibition ANNIHILATION

In 2000, the Enviro–Lunatic–Infested Halifax Regional Municipality (HRM) IMPOSED, over a three–year period, the PROHIBITION of CONVENTIONAL pest control products used in the Urban Landscape.

These products were otherwise HEALTH–CANADA–APPROVED, FEDERALLY–LEGAL, SCIENTIFICALLY–SAFE, and TOTALLY–IRREPLACEABLE.

LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION led to HORRENDOUS CARNAGE in Halifax because there were NO valid economical alternatives to replace the prohibited products.

Because of PROHIBITION in Halifax Regional Municipality, REVENUES PLUMMETED BY 40 PER CENT with most Professional Lawn Care businesses, and it took these businesses five years to «recover» from the hardship and losses.

Because of PROHIBITION in Halifax, CUSTOMERS DISINTEGRATED BY OVER 50 PER CENT, even after a so–called «recovery» period of several years!

The number of businesses DID NOT GROW WHATSOEVER!

In November 2010, Halifax Regional Municipality IMPLEMENTED the PROHIBITION of the Green Alternative product called Fiesta (FeHEDTA) — the decision was later reversed.
2004 — Enviro-Lunatic Legislation in the Province of Quebec

On April 3rd, 2004, the Province of Quebec implemented the first stage of a NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION of 20 active ingredients used by the Professional Lawn Care Industry and Do-It-Yourself Homeowners, including the ingredient 2,4-D.

Quebec also PROHIBITED the sale of fertilizer-pesticide combination products (i.e. « Weed and Feed Products »).

2006 — Prohibition Implementation in the Province of Quebec

The Province of Quebec implemented the final stage of its LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION of pest control products in the Urban Landscape.

PROHIBITION led to HORRENDOUS CARNAGE — as a sad consequence of the PROHIBITION imposed by Quebec — OVER 60 PER CENT OF THE PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE INDUSTRY WAS ANNIHILATED.

HUNDREDS OF BUSINESSES DISAPPEARED INTO TOTAL OBLIVION.
2011 — Prohibition INVALIDATED in the Province of Quebec

On May 25th, 2011, Dow AgroSciences, the manufacturer of the pest control product 2,4-D, SETTLED THE NAFTA CHALLENGE CASE with the Canadian government concerning the PROHIBITION.

The North American Free Trade Agreement, or NAFTA, is an agreement signed by the governments of Canada, Mexico, and the United States, creating a tri-lateral trade block in North America.

As part of the agreement, a VICTORY for Dow AgroSciences, the GOVERNMENT OF QUEBEC WAS HUMILIATED into making a STATEMENT saying that ...

« 2,4-D DOES NOT POSE AN UNACCEPTABLE RISK to human health or the environment. »

This agreement confirmed, yet again, that ...

- pest control products are SCIENTIFICALLY SAFE, and
- prohibitions are IRREFUTABLY INVALIDATED.

Quebec was the first province to declare weed control products containing 2,4-D as POSSIBLY carcinogenic, which the NAFTA Agreement DEEMED AS FALSE.
2008 — Enviro-Lunatic Legislation in the Province of Ontario

On April 22\textsuperscript{nd}, 2008, the Province of Ontario introduced legislation for the «Cosmetic Pesticides Ban Act 2008».

April 22\textsuperscript{nd} was, coincidentally, Earth Day, as well as Lenin’s Birthday.

On June 18\textsuperscript{th}, 2008, media reports indicated Ontario «rammed» its «Cosmetic Pesticides Ban Act» through the legislature as it launched its NEEDLESS, SENSELESS, and MALICIOUS PROHIBITION against the Professional Lawn Care Industry and Do–It–Yourself Home–Owners.

Moreover, there were serious issues with the Ontario Minister of the Environment, John Gerretsen, who was responsible for implementing PROHIBITION — Gerretsen was INDISCREET with his CLOSE PUBLIC ASSOCIATIONS with RADICAL and SUBVERSIVE LUNATIC–PROHIBITION–TERRORISTS — this situation was INCOMPREHENSIBLE to many observers!

The lunatics assured Gerretsen and other Government Officials that the effects of PROHIBITION would be positive. Not a single lunatic had ANY recognized expertise, training or background in matters concerning pest control products. The opinions of these lunatics in matters concerning pest control products were TOTALLY VALUELESS and UTTERLY WORTHLESS.
2011 — Prohibition CARNAGE in the Province of Ontario

Because of SUBVERSIVE–TERRORISM and ANTI–PESTICIDE CONSPIRACIES, DAMAGES to Ontario’s Professional Lawn Care Industry were EXTENSIVE because there were NO valid economical alternatives to replace the prohibited products.

Because of LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION, Professional Lawn Care businesses, which at one time provided a good living and some equity for eventual sale for retirement, became WORTHLESS!

Many multi–vehicle Professional Lawn Care businesses were FORCED TO DOWN–SIZE THEIR OPERATIONS to a single truck.

There was a GLUT OF USED–EQUIPMENT–FOR–SALE because of the DOWNSIZING AND EXODUS of Professional Lawn Care businesses.

Because of LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION, DOZENS OF BUSINESSES WERE FORCED TO EXIT FROM THE MARKET AND DISAPPEARED INTO TOTAL OBLIVION.

Professional Lawn Care businesses were simply ABANDONED — no one was able to buy or sell a WORTHLESS Professional Lawn Care business!
2011 — Prohibition CARNAGE in the Province of Ontario
 (continued)

Because of Ontario’s LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION, the owners, employees, and families dependent on Professional Lawn Care businesses faced TERROR, DESPAIR, and DESTITUTION.

There were NO OPPORTUNITIES FOR BUSINESS GROWTH.

In the Province of Ontario, the PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE INDUSTRY LOST OVER 500,000,000 DOLLARS.

Professional Lawn Care businesses were forced to TERMINATE many or most of their employees — UP TO 12,500 BECAME UNEMPLOYED.

In Ontario, ONE–COMPANY–PER–WEEK DISAPPEARED INTO TOTAL OBLIVION.

Observers are expecting 780 BUSINESS FAILURES OR BANKRUPTCIES.

LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION DESTROYED THE MODERN PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE INDUSTRY.
2011 – Horrendous CARNAGE in Public Green Spaces

PROHIBITION led to HORRENDOUS CARNAGE in municipal Green Spaces.

Public Green Spaces in communities that legislated PROHIBITION looked like GARBAGE DUMPS.

PESTICIDE–FREE PLAYING SURFACES, like parks, playgrounds, public green spaces, and sports fields, became WEED–INFESTED and INSECT–INFESTED.

There were NO valid economical alternatives to replace the prohibited products.

Moreover, the MUNICIPAL CARNAGE of implementing and enforcing needless, senseless, and malicious prohibition of pest control products COST FROM 200,000 DOLLARS TO 1,000,000 DOLLARS, OR MORE, PER YEAR FOR EACH MUNICIPALITY!

Moreover, the MUNICIPAL CARNAGE OF LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION across Canada COST THE PUBLIC WELL OVER 30,000,000 DOLLARS in order to manage weeds without the use of chemicals.

Unfortunately LUNATIC–PROHIBITION not only created GARBAGE DUMPS, but also DANGEROUS PLAYING SURFACES FOR CHILDREN.
2011 — Children IN DANGER on Pesticide–Free Playgrounds

LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION IN CANADA CREATED GARBAGE DUMPS AND DANGEROUS PLAYING SURFACES — ESPECIALLY FOR CHILDREN!

In jurisdictions where LUNATIC–PROHIBITION was imposed, PESTICIDE–FREE PLAYING SURFACES like parks, playgrounds, public green spaces, and sports fields became WEED–INFESTED and INSECT–INFESTED.

They became OVER–RUN by Dandelions and other weed pests, and were DESTROYED by damaging insect pests like European Chafer.

When it rained, PESTICIDE–FREE PLAYING SURFACES were SLIPPERY MUD BOGS.

When dry, PESTICIDE–FREE PLAYING SURFACES were AS HARD AS CONCRETE.

Any trend favouring PESTICIDE–FREE PLAYING SURFACES led to GARBAGE DUMPS, DANGEROUS PLAYING SURFACES, AND HURT CHILDREN.
2011 — Instruments of Propaganda in the Province of Ontario

Several organizations became the INSTRUMENTS OF PROPAGANDA, and supported and profited from LUNATIC–PROHIBITION in Ontario —

- Ontario Turfgrass Research Foundation
- Guelph Turfgrass Institute (University of Guelph)
- Ontario Horticultural Trades Association
- LandsCAPE Ontario

These organizations TREACHEROUSLY SUPPORTED SOLD–FOR–PROFIT BOGUS Green Alternatives when valid, effective, and safer alternatives to conventional products DID NOT EXIST.

They still DO NOT EXIST to this day.

These organizations were composed of investors, salesmen, distributors, and researchers who were directly involved and PROFITING from BOGUS Green Alternatives.

THEY BETRAYED THE MODERN PROFESSIONAL LAWN CARE INDUSTRY, AND DESTROYED IT!
2010 — BOGUS Business Growth Alleged by The Environmental Factor

The story of The Environmental Factor is NOT a good example of BUSINESS GROWTH under the PROHIBITION of pest control products.

Despite views to the contrary, The Environmental Factor, a supplier of Green Alternatives to pest control products, did NOT have a SUSTAINED 400 per cent increase in sales.

Its so-called growth was ARTIFICIAL, and NOT INFLUENCED BY LEGITIMATE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT.

In fact, ITS SO-CALLED GROWTH WAS MORE INFLUENCED BY GOVERNMENT GRANTS — and NOT LEGITIMATE BUSINESS GROWTH!

The Environmental Factor is an example of a supply company CONSPIRING TO IMPOSE PROHIBITION of conventional pest control products, and then, ATTEMPTING to move in with its own line of STUNNINGLY EXPENSIVE BUT BOGUS, INEFFECTIVE, GREEN ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS ?!?!?

Unfortunately, The Environmental Factor’s BUSINESS GROWTH SEVERELY DECLINED BECAUSE ...

- demand PLUMMETED for its Corn Gluten Meal product line
- several of its lawn care franchises FELL INTO BANKRUPTCY
2010 — The Environmental Factor (continued)

The SO-CALLED GROWTH of The Environmental Factor WAS MORE INFLUENCED BY GOVERNMENT GRANTS — FREE TAX-PAYER MONEY — AND NOT LEGITIMATE BUSINESS GROWTH!

Not surprisingly, LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION brought with it an urgent need to develop so-called Green Alternatives or «new approaches» to the use of conventional pest control products.

In 2010, following the LUNATIC-TERRORIST-PROHIBITION of pest control products, the Government of Ontario, through the Ministry of Environment, provided an initial 480-THOUSAND-DOLLARS to the NON-EXPERT Agricultural Adaptation Council (AAC) to establish the Cosmetic Use Pesticide Research and Innovation (CUPRI) funding to investigate «new approaches» to pest control.

The Environmental Factor BENEFITED from this FREE TAX-PAYER MONEY!

The Environmental Factor was among several organizations that CONSPIRED TO IMPOSE PROHIBITION of conventional pest control products in the Province of Ontario, and the government showed its gratitude through the Agricultural Adaptation Council.

A 30-THOUSAND-DOLLAR PAY-OFF UNDER THE GLISE OF «RESEARCH».

The Environmental Factor is NOT a research organization.
The PRETEXT FOR THE GOVERNMENT GRANT PAY–OFF was «research» into the efficacy of Hydrolyzed Liquid Corn Gluten in controlling weeds, compared to the granular formulation.

University research has already concluded that CORN GLUTEN MEAL IS A DISMAL FAILURE as a weed control product — IT DOES NOT CONTROL ANY WEEDS, in ANY trials, under ANY circumstances.

The Environmental Factor also BENEFITED FROM FREE TAX–PAYER MONEY FROM THE CITY OF OSHAWA, ONTARIO.

The Environmental Factor has been on the Oshawa payroll for AT LEAST TWENTY–FIVE–THOUSAND–DOLLARS.

THE PRETEXT FOR THE OSHAWA GRANT PAY–OFFS — «RESEARCH» INTO THE GREEN ALTERNATIVE CONTROL OF CHINCH BUGS WITH NEEM OIL.

Neem Oil is NOT Health–Canada–Approved and it is FEDERALLY–ILLEGAL to use in Canada.


The Environmental Factor is NOT a research organization, and it is NOT a good example of BUSINESS GROWTH under PROHIBITION.
We are living in the 9/11 Era of Environmental Terror!

The legacy of LUNATIC–TERRORIST–PROHIBITION is ...

- LOST JOBS and HARDSHIP for people
- DESTROYED economies
- WEAKENED communities
- DANGEROUS playgrounds maintained like GARBAGE DUMPS
- ANXIOUS children FEARING modern technology
- WASTED MONEY on BOGUS « research grants »
In the 9/11 Era of Environmental-Terror, at least ONE MAJOR ACT OF TERROR is Perpetrated EVERY SINGLE DAY by Enviro-Lunatics.

The information presented in FORCE OF NATURE has been developed for the education and entertainment of the reader by providing a sequence of historical events WITH COMMENTARY, striving for accuracy in history, politics, and science.

FORCE OF NATURE is FULLY INDEPENDENT and NON-PROFIT. Don’t thank us. It’s a public service. And we are glad to do it. FORCE OF NATURE provides NO guarantees regarding accuracy or completeness. In no event shall FORCE OF NATURE be liable for any incidental or consequential damages, lost profits, or any other damages.

All information, examples, and pictures contained in FORCE OF NATURE were found somewhere on the Internet, and may be considered in the public domain, serving one of the following purposes — archive, education, promotion, publicity, or press release.

FORCE OF NATURE, and its various incarnations, is the brainchild of William A. Gathercole and his colleagues.

Here’s a brief summary of Mr. Gathercole’s career —

Fields of study — Horticulture, Agriculture, Mathematics, Physics

Alma mater — McGill University — University of Guadalajara — the first person ever to obtain university degrees and contribute to both the professional lawn care and golf maintenance industries

Contributions — environmental issues and environmental terrorism — golf and ornamental maintenance and troubleshooting — history — the industry — sales and distribution of seeds, chemicals, fertilizers, and equipment — fertilization managing and technical writer

Notable activities — worked in virtually all aspects of the green space industry, including golf, professional lawn care, distribution, environmental compliance, government affairs, public affairs, and workplace safety — supervisor, consultant, and, programmer for the developer of hundreds of industry workers — founder of the modern profession of lawn care industry, professional lawn care industry, professional lawn care industry, professional lawn care industry, professional lawn care industry, professional lawn care industry — professional lawn care industry, professional lawn care industry

Special contributions — creator of the execution status — that allowed the golf industry to avoid being subjected to the prohibition of pest control products — creator of the execution status — that allowed the golf industry to avoid being subjected to the prohibition of pest control products — creator of the execution status — that allowed the golf industry to avoid being subjected to the prohibition of pest control products

Notable activities — creator of the execution status — that allowed the golf industry to avoid being subjected to the prohibition of pest control products — creator of the execution status — that allowed the golf industry to avoid being subjected to the prohibition of pest control products

Legacies — Mr. Gathercole and his colleagues designed and implemented strategies that reined in environmental activists to provide space for the entire modern green space industry in Canada. They disqualified the business revenues of one of the largest suppliers in Canada.

Mr. Gathercole is now retired, although his name continues to appear as creator of FORCE OF NATURE and A LOOK AT e-newsletters.

The Force Of Nature Library of Reports contains all FON Reports, as well as PESTICIDE TRUTHS and OTHER ACTS with Audica, Educational Material, History, Links, News, and Videos.

It is a WIK DATABASE created to support efforts to fight and exterminate the Environmental-Lunatic-Fight with reports developed for the education and entertainment of the reader.

The Force Of Nature Library of Reports is fully independent and non-profit, serving one of the following purposes — archive, education, promotion, publicity, or press release.

The Whole Truth from an Independent Perspective
For enviro-lunatics, the vastness of their terror is clearly seen through their subversive prohibitions.